Ark Pioneer Learning at Home
Core Curriculum
English Literature 13 – Additional Support Booklet
Ancient Tales
Work to be completed
This booklet is designed as an alternative to the main
English Department booklet. We are continuing unit of
work called Ancient Tales. This booklet explores the
ancient tale The Wicked King and His Good Son that is
from a collection of Indian stories by Madhur Jaffrey.
Madhur Jaffrey is a world renowned chef who has
written many recipe books and is recognized for
introducing Indian cooking to the Western hemisphere.

Resources/Links to help with this work:
 Here is a link to the Wikipedia page on Madhur Jaffrey.
 Here is a link to the book from which today’s story is taken. It is
called ‘Seasons of Splendour’ and is a collection of Indian
stories that Madhur Jaffrey remembers being told in her
childhood. You might find it in your local online library if you
were interested.
 Here is a link to the legend and Holi festival behind today’s story.
 Here is another link to a BBC Bitesize video explaining the Holi Festival.
 If you like cooking you might be interested to try out some of her
recipes. Here’s a link to a BBC page of many of her dishes. They look
delicious! Make sure you send some photos to your Tutor if you make
one!
 Here is a 5 minute interview where Madhur Jaffrey talks about growing
up in India and admits she didn’t learn to cook until her twenties.
 Here is a 12 minute mini documentary and interview about Madhur
Jaffrey by Al Jazeera.
 Watch Madhur Jaffrey make potato stuffed parathas here. See if it
makes you hungry!
 Here is a link to Madhur Jaffrey’s autobiography – Climbing Mango
Trees, a memoir written about her childhood in India.
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Do Now
What qualities does a good leader or ruler have? What qualities makes a
bad ruler? Have a look at the images on this page of some very famous,
(and infamous) rulers, past and present. You may know some of them.
Make two spider diagrams of your ideas of what makes good and bad
rulers. Examples to follow are below:

Fair and just

Lazy

Good

Bad

Ruler

Ruler
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Information: The Wicked King and his Good Son
In the story you will read today, you will meet another powerful ruler. His
name is King Hiranya Kashyap.
The story you will read is called The Wicked King and his Good Son, from a
collection of Indian stories by Madhur Jaffrey.
The Wicked King and his Good Son has a clear moral.
You will now read the story of The Wicked King and his Good Son – adapted
by Madhur Jaffrey. This version is shorter than last week’s story and is about
five A4 pages long (although it is spaced out) and it is broken into four parts,
with questions to answer after each part to help you check your own
understanding. If possible you might like to find somewhere comfortable to sit
while you read, then find a table to work at to answer your questions.
Here is a link to a two-minute animation of today’s story. You may find it
helpful to watch this before or after reading the story.

Activity 1: Read the opening of the story and answer the questions below it.
The Wicked King and his Good Son by Madhur Jaffrey
Hiranya Kashyap thought very highly of himself. He was good
looking, rich – and he was the King. What more could anyone
want? One day, a wise Sage, who could see into the past and
the future, came to him and said, ‘Your majesty, according to
what I see in the stars, you cannot be killed by man, beast or
weapons, during the day or during the night, on earth or in
water, inside a house or, indeed, outside it.’
That, as far as King Hiranya Kashyap was concerned,
made him immortal. If he was arrogant before, he now
became unbearable and was very cruel to those subjects who
did not flatter him endlessly. If he said, “This bread is stale,” all
his palace cooks would have to agree and throw it out, even if
they had just cooked it. If he said, “The River Ganges flows up
from the sea to the Himalaya Mountains,” all the courtiers
would have to nod their heads in agreement even though
they knew that the Ganges began as a series of cool, icy
trickles from the cracks of the world’s highest mountains and
then flowed, slowly and gracefully, down to the sea.
The sad fact of the matter was that Hiranya Kashyap
thought he was God. Not only did he make his subjects kneel
and pray before him but he bullied and tortured those who did
not.

Sage – a wise
person
immortal –
someone who
can never die
arrogant – too
proud of oneself
flatter - praise
The River Ganges
– a river that flows
through India
and Bangladesh
Himalaya
Mountains –
mountains in
Asia, including
Mount Everest
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He had a sister called Holika who had been told by the
same wise Sage that she could never be burnt by fire. Hiranya
Kashyap and Holika became so vain that they behaved as if
they were the owners of the entire universe.
Comprehension questions (answer in full sentences)
1. Why does Hiranya Kashyap think is he immortal?
2. How does Hiranya Kashyap treat his subjects? Give
examples from the story.
3. What is Hiranya Kashyap’s sister like?
Activity 2: Read the next section of the story and answer the
questions below it.
Then, one day, all this changed.
Hiranya Kashyap’s wife gave birth to a baby boy whom
they named Prahlad.
Hiranya Kashyap found no need, or time, to rejoice.
When the courtiers came to him and said,
‘Congratulations, your majesty, on the birth of your heir,’ he
only snarled, saying, ‘Bah, what do I need an heir for? I shall
live for ever. I am God. Heirs mean nothing to me.’
One day, when Prahlad was four, he was playing
outside the potter’s kiln and saw the potter praying.
‘What are you doing?’ he asked.
‘I am praying to God to save my kittens,’ she replied.
‘They have got locked up in the kiln by accident.’

rejoice –
celebrate
heir – successor,
next in line
kiln – an oven for
baking pottery

‘You should pray to my father,’ said Prahlad.
‘Your father cannot save my kittens from that awful fire
inside,’ she said, ‘only God can.’
‘My father will punish you if you use God’s name,’
Prahlad advised her.
‘I’ll have to take my chances,’ the potter replied.
‘Your God can do nothing to help,’ Prahlad said.
‘Oh yes he can,’ the potter answered.
‘Then I’ll wait here and see,’ the young boy said.
Prahlad waited. When it was time to open the kiln, he heard,
‘Meaow, meaow.’ It was the kittens. They were safe!
A year later, when Prahlad was five and was playing in
the garden, his father chanced to pass that way. The King
paused long enough to ask his son, ‘Who is the greatest being
in the whole Universe?’ He expected the same answer he got
from all his flatterers.
‘God,’ said the child.
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The King was taken aback for a second. Then he
smirked. ‘See, see,’ he boasted to his courtiers, ‘even this small
child recognises that I am God.’
‘No,’ said the child. ‘you are not God. You are the King
and that is all you will ever be.’

smirked – smiled
in an arrogant
way

Comprehension questions (answer in full sentences)
1. How does Hiranya Kashyap feel when his son is born?
Why?
2. What does the potter teach Prahlad?
Activity 3: Read the next section of the story and answer the
questions below it.
Hiranya Kashyap’s face turned purple with rage. ‘Take this
child,’ he ordered, ‘and hurl him from the highest cliff in the
kingdom.’
The courtiers were very fond of the gentle child but
were terrified of his father. So they scooped little Prahlad up
and carried him to the highest mountain in the Himalayas.
There, they stood on a peak that touched the sky and
dropped the boy.
Prahlad fell…fell…fell. But to his surprise – and to that of
the courtiers looking down from above – he landed in the
midst of the warmest, sweetest softness that could be
imagined. God had been watching from his heavenly window
and had decided to catch the child in his lap.

hurl – throw

midst – middle

When Hiranya Kashyap found out what had happened,
he turned black with anger. He had the boy brought to the
court and thrown at his feet.
‘You were very lucky to be saved,’ he raged.
‘It was God who saved me,’ Prahlad replied.
‘As I was saying,’ the King continued angrily, ‘you were
lucky to land on such a soft patch. The courtiers who threw you
down there will have their heads chopped off and then I’m
going to have a roaring fire made and have you burnt in it.
Let’s see what your God can do for you then!’
The King commanded that a huge bonfire be made the
following day. Logs were collected and piled into a massive
pyre. Then the pyre was lit.
Hiranya Kashyap called his sister, Holika, and said, ‘If we
just toss the child into the fire, he will squirm and run out. Since
you have been granted the boon of never being burnt by fire,
why don’t you take Prahlad in your arms, walk into the flames
and sit down. Hold the child tightly. When he is quite dead, you
can walk out.’

pyre – a pile of
wood

boon – blessing
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Holika took Prahlad in her arms and walked into the
middle of the fire. There, she put him in her lap and sat down.
The flames were leaping hundreds of feet into the sky.
Hiranya Kashyap was quite pleased with himself. He was finally
getting rid of this troublesome child.
The flames were very hot and made the King perspire.
At first he contented himself with moving back a few yards.
Then, when the heat and smoke became quite overwhelming,
he said to courtiers, ‘I’m going into my cool palace. Let me
know when this is all over.’
A strange thing happened amidst the flames. Holika
had a change of heart. She looked up towards heaven and
prayed, ‘God, please do not save me from the fire. I am ready
to meet my Maker. But please save this innocent life. I give my
boon to this young boy. Let him live.’
The fire burnt for several hours. The King had just sat down
to enjoy his dinner when one of his courtiers came running in.

ready to meet
my Maker – I am
ready to die

‘Your majesty,’ he said bowing, ‘your majesty’.
‘Yes, yes, what is it? You know I do not like being
disturbed at dinner time.’
‘The fire has burnt itself out.’
‘And?’ prompted the King.
‘Holika has perished in the flames.’
‘What!’ cried the King, ‘And the child?’
‘Your majesty…Well, your majesty…’
‘Well, what? Answer quickly or I’ll have your tongue
pulled out.’

perished – died

‘Prahlad is still alive.’
Hiranya Kashyap kicked his food away and stood on his
feet, puffed up with fury like a balloon.
‘Bring that brat to me. I’ll kill himself.’
Comprehension questions (answer in full sentences)
1. How does Hiranya Kashyap first try to kill Prahlad?
2. How does Hiranya Kashyap try to kill Prahlad the second
time?
3. What is the third way Hiranya Kashyap intends to kill
Prahlad?
4. What, or who, save Prahlad each time?
Extension: How are we meant to feel towards Holika?
Activity 4: Read the final section of the story and answer the
questions below it.
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The courtiers dragged in little Prahlad and threw him in front of
his father.
‘So,’ said the father, ‘you managed to escape a
second time.’
‘I did not escape,’ said Prahlad, ‘God saved me.’
‘God, God,’ cried the King, ‘I am sick of your God.
Where is he anyway?’
‘He is everywhere – in fire, water – even in that pillar.’
‘Oh, he is in that pillar, is he?’ the King yelled. ‘Well, I am
going to tie you up to that same pillar and kill you. Let’s see if
your God will come out to save you.’
Prahlad was tied to the pillar and Hirayna Kashyap
raised his sword to finish him off. Just then, there was a loud
thunderclap and the pillar broke in two.
Out of the pillar came God.
He had assumed a strange shape.
The upper part of the body was that of a lion, the lower,
that of a man.
So he was neither man nor beast.

assumed – taken
on

He lifted the King and carried him to the threshold of the
palace and then placed him on his lap.
So the King was neither in a house nor outside it.
Then he killed Hiranya Kashyap with one swipe of his
long lion’s claws.
So no weapon was used.
The time of the day was dusk.
So it was neither morning nor night.
Pink and grey clouds puffed along in the sky. Hirayna Kashyap
was finally dead, despite all his arrogant predictions.
The courtiers cried, ‘Long live the King,’ as they placed
the young Prahlad on his father’s throne, happy in the
knowledge that they were now going to be ruled with justice.

dusk – when the
sun is setting in
the evening and
it is becoming
dark

Comprehension questions (answer in full sentences)
1. Where is Hiranya Kashyap killed?
2. How is Hiranya Kashyap killed?
3. What time of day is Hiranya Kashyap killed?

Now read the information below about the word ‘comeuppance’. It is
important to this story.
Information: comeuppance
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Activity 5: The paragraph below answers these questions:
•
•

What is Hiranya Kashyap’s comeuppance?
Why does he deserve this comeuppance?

Fill in the blanks using the word bank provided.
claw

subjects important
weapons
fair
immortal cruel lion

house
night

God
Sage

Prahlad
palace

three

Hiranya Kashup is a _________ ruler who receives a ________comeuppance in
response to his wicked actions. He thinks that he is ______________because a
wise _________ seemed to promise him as much saying ‘You cannot be killed
by man, beast or___________, during the day or during the_________ , on earth
or in water, inside a ________ or indeed, outside it.’ However God proves that
Hiranya Kashup is wrong and is not immortal. He is gruesomely killed when
God appears in the form of a _______(and not a man) to both
protect_________, the king’s son, and kill Hiranya Kashup by swiping him to
death with his _________(and not a weapon). God carries out this killing in the
wicked king’s own ______________(and not a house) during dusk (neither day,
nor night). In this way God works cleverly around the promise of the wise
Sage. Hiranya Kashup shows great arrogance as a ruler in thinking his own
power is more _______________than caring for his people and even his own
son. Instead of being a fair, just ruler he insists his ___________treat him as
though he were ________ and makes them ‘kneel and pray before him’ and
‘bullied and tortured those who did not.’ The depth of his wickedness is
shown in his __________attempts to kill his own son who refuses to
acknowledge his father as God.
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Understanding the moral of The Wicked King and his
Good Son
Activity 6
Prahlad learned a lot during the story. We are meant to learn from the story
too. Below are four possible morals. Explain why each is something we learn
during the story. One has been done for you.
No mortal can escape death. Trying
to do so ends in disaster.
•

Hiranya is so sure he is
immortal that he doesn’t care
about what he does or says on
Earth. He is punished for this.

Good will triumph over evil.

(Tip: Who is good? Who is evil?
Where do we see good overcoming
evil?)

Don’t be arrogant.

(Tip: How does the king show
arrogance?)

It is never too late to make up for
the bad things you have done.

(Tip: Think about Holika and how she
changes)

Activity 7
Copy, cover, check these key words to learn how to spell them:
Copy

Cover

Check

moral
ruler
immortal
arrogant
weapon
comeuppance
death
triumph
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Activity 8
Study the images below – they are all from different representations of the
story. Put them in the correct order.

A

B

D
C

Activity 9
Use the images (in order) on the previous task to retell your own version of The
Wicked King and his Good Son to someone in your family. You could even
record yourself telling the story and email it to your Form Tutor.
Remember the following points:
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

The characters, plot and morals must stay the same
Don’t just retell the events like reading a list aloud. Make the story sad,
frightening, exciting and joyful.
Story plan:
Introduce Hiranya Kashyap. He is a terrible ruler - bring him to life!
Introduce Prahlad and describe his relationship with his father – what is
the central problem here?
Describe the three ways in which Hiranya Kashyap tries to kill his son.
Explain how the story ends.
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5. Explain the moral(s) of the story.
Remember to speak clearly, slowly and to vary your tone so that the story is
understandable and enjoyable to listen to!
Vocabulary to use when retelling your story:
Sage

subjects

potter

comeuppance

evil

good

triumph

moral

lion

palace

immortal

cliff

wicked

protection

God
arrogant

Red Pen Check your answers:
Activity 1
Comprehension Check
1. Why does Hiranya Kashyap think he is immortal?
Hiranya Kashyap thinks he is immortal because a Sage tells him
he can’t be killed.
2. How does Hiranya Kashyap treat his subjects? Give two examples from
the story.
Hiranya Kashyap treats his subjects terribly. He tortures them, demands
constant flattery and contradicts them even when they are right.
3. What is Hiranya Kashyap’s sister like?
Hiranya Kashyap’s sister is very vain. She thinks she and her brother are
the rulers of the universe.

Activity 2
Comprehension Check
1. How does Hiranya Kashyap feel when his son is born?
Why?
Hiranya Kashyap doesn’t care that he has a son. He thinks he will live
forever so he doesn’t need someone to take over the throne.
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2. What does the potter teach Prahlad?
The potter teaches Prahlad that there is a God and that this God is not
Hiranya Kashyap.

Activity 3
Comprehension Check
1. How does Hiranya Kashyap first try to kill Prahlad?
He orders his courtiers to throw Prahlad off a cliff.
2. How does Hiranya Kashyap try to kill Prahlad the second time?
He orders his sister to burn Prahlad to death.
3. What is the third way Hiranya Kashyap intends to kill
Prahlad?
He says he will kill his own son himself.
4. Who or what saves Prahlad each time?
God saves Prahlad twice, and Holika, his aunt, sacrifices herself
save him once.

to

Activity 4
Comprehension Check
1. Where is Hiranya Kashyap killed?
He is killed at the threshold of the palace.
2. How is Hiranya Kashyap killed?
God kills him with his lion’s claw.
3. What time of day is Hiranya Kashyap killed?
He is killed at dusk.

Activity 5:
•
•

What is Hiranya Kashyap’s comeuppance?
Why does he deserve this comeuppance?

Hiranya Kashup is a cruel ruler who receives a fair comeuppance in response
to his wicked actions. He thinks that he is immortal because a wise Sage
seemed to promise him as much saying ‘You cannot be killed by man, beast
or weapons, during the day or during the night, on earth or in water, inside a
house or indeed, outside it.’ However God proves that Hiranya Kashup is
wrong and is not immortal. He is gruesomely killed when God appears in the
form of a lion (and not a man) to both protect Prahlad the king’s son, and kill
Hiranya Kashup by swiping him to death with his claw (and not a weapon).
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God carries out this killing in the wicked king’s own palace (and not a house)
during dusk (neither day, nor night). In this way God works cleverly around
the promise of the wise Sage. Hiranya Kashup shows great arrogance as a
ruler in thinking his own power is more important than caring for his people
and even his own son. Instead of being a fair, just ruler he insists his subjects
treat him as though he were God and makes them ‘kneel and pray before
him’ and ‘bullied and tortured those who did not.’ The depth of his
wickedness is shown in his three attempts to kill his own son who refuses to
acknowledge his father as God.

Activity 7

Activity 8
Picture Order: C, A, D, B
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